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Muir: The Heart of Ice

The Heart of Ice
Elias Muir

It was stolen but never returned in one piece,
that which shatters can never become whole and is filled with grief
The moment you reach for but doesn’t reach back,
grinds to a halt as the world starts to crack
Forget the times that could’ve been instead,
and glance up to realize you’re not right in the head
One step forward, a dozen steps behind,
is there a point in time where you can rewind?
Reach for your hand and sigh in defeat,
for no one will come to make you complete
To a heart filled with the urges of desire,
nothing is left but the remnants of a would-be fire
A change is upon you, this you realize,
so maybe it’s for the best that you just demonize
Grab your mind and shake away these vile thoughts,
or just clutch your heart until it freezes and rots
Time passes by, but one thing’s for sure,
you’ll never want to experience this without a proper cure
A changed person you are, but something’s amiss,
you now feel no different than a frosty abyss
Look around it, and see your worldview in complete apathy,
it seems to me there’s been an adjustment to your weak mentality
A brutal-born hatred for the other side
Wake up!
It wasn’t their fault that you were denied
Get ahold of yourself or this suffering will most likely suffice,
of turning your heart into unbreakable ice
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